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Sentiment analysis over product reviews has drawn much
attention in recent years. One of the most widely applied
technique is called aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA
for short, also known as aspect level sentiment analysis)(Wang et al. 2016; Lipenkova 2015; Tang, Qin, and Liu
2016). Given text and target aspects, the goal of ABSA is
to ﬁnd sentiment polarity towards each speciﬁc aspect. For
example, given “The food is nice but too expensive.” and
aspects “food” and “price”, ABSA will give results (food,
positive), (price, negative).
However, ABSA is not directly applicable to experiencesharing posts, in which the number of entities mentioned
may vary. So we deﬁne the task of Multi-Entity AspectBased Sentiment Analysis (ME-ABSA) to model this scenario: Given entities as well as aspects mentioned in the text
1
, the goal is to predict sentiment polarity towards each (entity, aspect) combination. In the Pampers-Kao example, we
will predict sentiment towards 6 (entity, aspect) combinations for there are 2 entities and 3 aspects. It’s obvious that
ABSA is a special case of ME-ABSA with the number of
entities limited to one.
ME-ABSA is a challenging task. There are three main
challenges:
Aspect sentiment matching: to extract aspect level sentiment is the basic challenge confronted with both ABSA and
ME-ABSA task. In the Pampers-Kao example, “a bit expensive” refers to (price, negative) and “no more allergic” refers
to (anti-allergy, positive).
Entity aspect-sentiment matching: matching the right
aspect and sentiment to the right entity is challenging, especially when there are multiple entities, multiple aspects and
multiple sentiment polarities in a post. In the Pampers-Kao
example, sentiment towards the same aspect anti-allergy is
negative for Pampers but positive for Kao.
Not-to-match: this mainly associates with neutral posts.
In the Pampers-Kao example, we cannot match (antileakage, positive) to Kao. Kao should remain neutral on antileakage aspect.
In this paper, we introduce an innovative method for this
task. We use an interaction layer, a position attention layer

Abstract
Inspired by recent works in Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis(ABSA) on product reviews and faced with more complex posts on social media platforms mentioning multiple entities as well as multiple aspects, we deﬁne a novel task called
Multi-Entity Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ME-ABSA).
This task aims at ﬁne-grained sentiment analysis of (entity,
aspect) combinations, making the well-studied ABSA task a
special case of it. To address the task, we propose an innovative method that models Context memory, Entity memory
and Aspect memory, called CEA method. Our experimental
results show that our CEA method achieves a signiﬁcant gain
over several baselines, including the state-of-the-art method
for the ABSA task, and their enhanced versions, on datasets
for ME-ABSA and ABSA tasks. The in-depth analysis illustrates the signiﬁcant advantage of the CEA method over baseline methods for several hard-to-predict post types. Furthermore, we show that the CEA method is capable of generalizing to new (entity, aspect) combinations with little loss of
accuracy. This observation indicates that data annotation in
real applications can be largely simpliﬁed.

Introduction
Mining massive online social media text gives insights on
consumer needs as well as their product experience, helping
producers to improve their products. Sentiment Analysis is
a useful tool to extract consumers’ attitudes towards brands,
products as well as related aspects.
Online posts associated with products or services can be
divided into two kinds. First is product reviews, such as
comments on Amazon and Yelp. These posts are about some
aspects of particular products or services. In some cases, one
post is targeted at one entity: the product or service itself.
The second kind is experience-sharing posts, such as posts
on Twitter or in forums like baby care forums. In most cases,
a variable number of entities and aspects are mentioned in a
post. For example, “Tried Pampers. No leakage found but
his butt went red. Then I changed to Kao. It’s a bit expensive
but not allergenic.”
In this post, there are two entities: Pampers and Kao(two
paper diaper brands) and three aspects: anti-leakage, antiallergy and price.

1

Extracting entities and aspects mentioned in the post lies in
the scope of information extraction, which is not the key concern
in this sentiment analysis task.
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and an LSTM layer with attention to build context memory.
The interaction layer accepts word vectors, the entity vector
and the aspect vector as input, and performs element-wise
multiplication and concatenation to fuse entity, aspect and
context information. The position attention layer is designed
to utilize position information of the entity and the aspect.
The LSTM layer with attention transforms the input to context memory as a vector. We then iteratively update the entity
memory and the aspect memory with the context memory,
so we get sentimental as well as contextual entity and aspect
representations after this step. Finally, we use a linear layer
followed by a softmax layer to predict sentiment polarity to
the given (entity, aspect) combination.
Experiments show that our method outperforms several
baselines, including the state-of-the-art of ABSA task, and
their enhanced versions on the dataset for ME-ABSA task.
To validate the effectiveness of our method, we also make
comparisons on the special case of ME-ABSA: the ABSA
task. Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art method on
all three ABSA benchmark datasets. In the in-depth analysis,
we validate the effectiveness of each component and further
divide the data into seven types and show the signiﬁcant advantage of our method in several hard-to-predict types. We
also carry out experiments on new and rare (entity, aspect)
combinations, indicating the capability of the method and
the potential to lessen the burden of data annotation in real
applications.
The contributions of this paper include:
• We deﬁne Multi-Entity Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ME-ABSA) task, which is suited for ﬁne-grained
sentiment analysis towards (entity, aspect) combinations,
making Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis(ABSA) a special case of ME-ABSA, with the number of entities limited to one.
• We propose to model context, entity and aspect memory for ME-ABSA task. Experiments show that our
method CEA outperforms baseline methods in MEABSA dataset, ABSA dataset and hard-to-predict post
types in ME-ABSA dataset.
• We release our dataset, looking forward to advancing the
research in ﬁne-grained sentiment analysis.

al. 2014) combined lexicon-based method and feature-based
SVM, and took the ﬁrst place in detecting sentiment towards
aspect categories in SemEval 14 competition. (Nguyen and
Shirai 2015b) constructed target dependent binary phrase
dependency tree to build the representation of an aspect.
(Tang et al. 2016) solved the problem with recurrent neural network, and proposed two methods TD-LSTM and
TC-LSTM. (Wang et al. 2016) proposed an attention-based
LSTM method. It is the best method among the ones who
only deals with abstractive context memory. (Tang, Qin, and
Liu 2016) introduced a deep memory network based method
to solve ABSA task, and achieved state-of-the-art performance.
Entity sentiment detection is another subdomain in sentiment analysis. (Moilanen and Pulman 2009) proposed a
framework for modeling entity-level sentiment. It suggests
that compositional sentiment parsing can generate effective results. (Deng and Wiebe 2015) performed entity/eventlevel sentiment analysis using probabilistic soft logic models. (Mitchell et al. 2013) modeled entity sentiment detection
as a sequence labeling problem. (Li and Lu 2017) introduced
the notion of sentiment scopes and proposed methods capable of learning sentiment scopes to jointly predict named
entities and their associated sentiment.
When performing entity or aspect sentiment classiﬁcation, entity or aspect is assumed given. We keep the same
assumption. There are many solutions for aspect extraction,
such as (Mukherjee and Liu 2012), (Liu 2014), (Poria et al.
2014), and many solutions for entity extraction, such as (Etzioni et al. 2005), (Gupta and Manning 2014).

Baby Care Dataset
In this section, we introduce our dataset for ME-ABSA task.
Our dataset is mainly about baby care(BC), including topics
in diaper, milk powder, disease and so on. We collected the
posts on www.babytree.com, one of the biggest baby care
forums in China. Entities in our experiment include category
names(like milk powder, diaper), brand names and product
names. Entities and aspects are listed by professionals in maternal and child industry.
Three native speakers were invited to annotate the sentiment labels given the post and all combinations of (entity,
aspect) mentioned in the post. Two weeks, including time for
the cross-check, are given to these native speakers to annotate the data. We provide a training set BC-Train for model
training, a development set BC-Dev for parameter tuning
and a test set BC-Test for evaluation. The statistics of our
dataset are listed in Table 1.
The entity and aspect given in the dataset are entity category and aspect category, not entity term or aspect term mentioned in the post. For example, in the Pampers-Kao example, aspect anti-allergy is mentioned as terms “butt went red”
and “not allergenic”. In the dataset, we provide entity positions and some of the aspect positions. For all the data, entity
position is given, and for around one-fourth of the data, aspect position is not given for the difﬁculty of annotating the
exact position of the aspect.
For ﬁne-grained evaluation, we also provide seven
types of labels to each post. For example, E 1 A+ S 1

Related Work
Aspect-based sentiment analysis, ABSA for short, is a subdomain in sentiment analysis (Liu 2012) which focuses
on ﬁne-grained sentiment information. There are two main
approaches to solve ABSA problem. The ﬁrst one is the
traditional method using lexicons and rules. (Hu and Liu
2004) summed up sentiment scores of all sentiment words.
(Ding, Liu, and Yu 2008) proposed a holistic lexicon-based
approach considering both explicit and implicit opinions.
This method is further improved by identifying the aspectopinion relations using tree kernel method (Nguyen and Shirai 2015a). The second one is the machine learning method.
(Ramesh et al. 2015) employed hinge-loss Markov random ﬁelds to tackle aspect sentiment problem in MOOC.
(Wang and Ester 2014) proposed a sentiment-aligned topic
model for product aspect rating prediction. (Kiritchenko et
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Information
data count
# entities
# aspects
# polarities of sentiment
positive%, neutral%, negative%
# only entity position
# both position
post length(min)
post length(max)
post length(avg)
#(%) E 1 A1 S 1
#(%) E 1 A+ S 1
#(%) E 1 A+ S +
#(%) E + A1 S 1
#(%) E + A1 S +
#(%) E + A+ S 1
#(%) E + A+ S +

BC-Train
29354
115
166
3
51%, 37%, 12%
6805
22549
4
283
66
1298(4%)
4485(15%)
2152(7%)
844(3%)
1197(4%)
2243(8%)
17135(59%)

BC-Dev
3682
111
122
3
50%, 39%, 11%
868
2814
5
280
68
157(4%)
497(14%)
307(8%)
125(3%)
167(5%)
328(9%)
2101(57%)

BC-Test
3677
110
119
3
50%, 38%, 12%
860
2817
4
284
64
179(5%)
564(15%)
293(8%)
91(3%)
152(4%)
154(4%)
2244(61%)

Table 1: Statistics on the Baby Care dataset. The statistics is on the basis of (entity, aspect, sentiment) triples. We count each
triple as a piece of data, same as the common practice in ABSA task.
refers to single-entity, multi-aspect and single-sentimentpolarity posts. Upper case “E” stands for entity, “A”
stands for aspect and “S” stands for sentiment. Superscript “1” stands for single and “+” represents multiple. Following the same rule, we also deﬁne E 1 A1 S 1 ,
E 1 A+ S + , E + A1 S 1 , E + A1 S + , E + A+ S 1 and E + A+ S + .
Note that we don’t have single-entity, single-aspect and
multi-sentiment-polarity (E 1 A1 S + ) posts in our dataset,
which meets our common sense.
It is noteworthy that the number of positive samples is
more than negative samples as users prefer to recommend
products rather than criticize them in this forum. The percentage of neutral samples in our dataset is more than one
third. The high percentage of neutral samples is different
from some sentiment analysis datasets. It is mainly because
in this task, if there is no attitude expressed towards the (entity, aspect) combination mentioned in the text, the sentiment
is neutral.

Module input. The input of the Context Encoder module
contains three parts: pre-trained word vectors of each word
wi in the post, the entity vector ve and the aspect vector va .
If entity(aspect) is a single word, ve (va ) is initialized by the
word vector of the entity(aspect), otherwise, it is calculated
by averaging word vectors of each word in the entity(aspect).
For example, aspect vector for “brain development” is the
average of the word vector of “brain” and the word vector of
“development”.
Interaction layer A. The interaction layer aims to take
entity and aspect information into consideration when encoding context memory. There are three choices:
1. no interaction:
f (wi , ve , va ) = wi

(1)

f (wi , ve , va ) = [wi ; ve ; va ]

(2)

2. concatenation:
3. element-wise multiplication and concatenation:

The CEA Method

f (wi , ve , va ) = [wi ; wi  ve , wi  va ]

An Overview of the Architecture

(3)

Here  is element-wise multiplication. (Tang et al. 2016)
used no interaction in the paper. (Wang et al. 2016) argues
that concatenation is better than no interaction in ABSA
task. Our experiments showing that element-wise multiplication and concatenation is the best among them.
Position attention layer. Based on the idea that sentiment
towards the entity and aspect is more likely to be expressed
by the words near them. The model pays attention to each
word and the attention rate is based on the position attention
function ge for entity and ga for aspect. Two facts make the
functions more complex: an entity or aspect may be mentioned various times in the same post; position may be unknown.



1 − piw − pie  /N pe known,
ge (piw , pie , N ) =
1
pe unknown.
(4)

Our method models Context, Entity and Aspect memory,
called CEA method. The memory here refers to the representation that is abstractive, recallable and modiﬁable. The
CEA method consists of 3 modules: context memory encoding, entity and aspect memory updating and sentiment prediction. Figure 1 gives an illustration of the architecture.

Context Memory Encoding
The goal of encoding the context memory is to get a good
representation of the context given the entity and aspect
information. This module accepts word vector, entity vector and aspect vector as input, models interaction between
the word vector, the entity vector and the aspect vector respectively, selectively focuses on the important information
given position information, feeds the output to LSTM layer
and calculates context memory with attention mechanism.
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Figure 1: Architecture of CEA.



W1 , W2 and b1 are parameters. tanh is the activation function. At last, the context memory is calculated as:



1 − piw − pia  /N

pa known,
pa unknown.
(5)
piw is the position of ith word, pe is the position of entity
term, pa is the position of aspect term. pie is the position of
the entity term nearest to ith word, pia is the position of the
aspect term nearest to ith word, N is the length of the post.
Then, the output after position attention layer is:
ga (piw , pia , N ) =

1

outi = f (wi , ve , va ) ∗ ge (piw , pie , N )
∗ga (piw , pia , N ), i ∈ [1, N ]

c=

α = softmax (att)

α i hi

(9)

i=1

Entity and Aspect Memory Updating
The goal of updating entity and aspect memory is to transform the original entity and aspect vector, initialized by
word vectors, to the entity and aspect memory containing
both sentimental and contextual information.
Update entity and aspect memory. In this step, we update entity memory and aspect memory separately. We provide two updating methods:

(6)

We also tried other forms of position attention, this one
performs the best.
LSTM layer. We feed the output of position attention layer to Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). LSTM is a
powerful variant of recurrent neural networks which is able
to process sequences of arbitrary length and capture longrange dependencies through gated mechanism. LSTM outputs hidden states {hi } for i ∈ [1, N ]. Note that, we perform
dropout before LSTM. Dropout is useful to prevent overﬁtting. We set dimension of hidden states to the dimension of
word vector d for future use.
Interaction layer B. Same as interaction layer A except
for changing wi to hi . The output of interaction layer B is
[hi ; hi  ve ; hi  va ]
Attention. We use attention mechanism to calculate the
context memory. Attention is calculated as:
atti = W1 tanh (W2 [hi ; hi  ve ; hi  va ]) + b1 ,
i ∈ [1, N ]

N


1. simple summation:
ve = c + ve

(10)

ve = wc ∗ c + we ∗ ve

(11)

va = c + va
2. weighted summation:

va = wc ∗ c + wa ∗ va

Weighted summation is more ﬂexible than simple summation, but increases model complexity at the same time.
We experimented with both updating methods, simple summation performs better in accuracy.
Multi-Hop for Updating. It is widely accepted that models with multiple layers are able to learn multiple levels of
abstraction (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton 2015). (Tang, Qin,
and Liu 2016) showed deep memory networks with 7-9 layers performs better on ABSA task. In this work, we use
multi-hops to learn abstractive representation for both entity and aspect. A new hop contains steps including: update

(7)
(8)
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entity and aspect vector by ve = ve and va = va , calculate
interaction layer B, update context memory with attention,
update entity and aspect memory and judge if stop condition
is satisﬁed. We just ﬁx the number of hops in our experiments. We tune maximum number of hops in the parameter
tuning procedure.

concatenate entity aspect vectors with the last LSTM hidden
state, and use a linear layer and a softmax layer to predict
sentiment polarity.
(2) ATAE-LSTM: the method proposed by (Wang et al.
2016). It is the best one in ABSA task among methods only
updates context memory including LSTM(Tang et al. 2016),
TD-LSTM(Tang et al. 2016), TC-LSTM(Tang et al. 2016),
AE-LSTM(Wang et al. 2016).
(3) DMN: the state-of-the-art method on ABSA task proposed by (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016). This work only updates
abstractive aspect memory without updating context memory.
(4) ATAE-LSTM++: an enhanced version of ATAELSTM. As ATAE-LSTM proposed in (Wang et al. 2016)
only deals with aspect part, we add entity part in the same
manner as aspect. The main difference from our method is
ATAE-LSTM++ only updates context memory for prediction.
(5) DMN++: an enhanced version of DMN. As DMN proposed in (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016) only deals with aspect
part, we add entity part in the same manner as aspect. The
main difference from our method is DMN++ only updates
entity and aspect memory for prediction.
(6) OracleE: instead of comparing our method with entity sentiment classiﬁcation methods such as(Moilanen and
Pulman 2009; Li and Lu 2017), we assume there is a method
named OracleE who has 100% accuracy in predicting entity
sentiment. However, OracleE may get confused when there
are multiple aspects related to a single entity and the sentiment polarities towards each aspect are different. For post
types including “E 1 A1 S 1 , E 1 A+ S 1 , E + A1 S 1 , E + A1 S +
and E + A+ S 1 ”, we suppose OracleE can predict them all
right. For “E 1 A+ S + and E + A+ S + ” post types, OracleE
predicts the same sentiment label to each aspect of the same
entity. The predicted sentiment label is the one that maximum occurred on the entity in this post. For example, assume there is an entity in a post having 5 aspects, 2 positive,
2 neutral, 1 negative, we randomly select positive or neutral
as the sentiment towards all aspects of this entity. We do not
report precision, recall or f1-score for OracleE method for
there is random selection. It is obvious that all entity sentiment classiﬁcation methods perform no better than OracleE.
For baseline methods, we also carried out parameter tuning on the BC-Dev dataset. Most experiment settings are
same among methods, including word vectors, dropout, iteration num, batch size, L2 -regularization weight, learning
rate and optimizer. For LSTM, ATAE-LSTM and ATAELSTM++, we apply ﬁne-tune for word vectors which improve the accuracy. For DMN, DMN++ and CEA, ﬁne-tune
is turned off for they perform better without ﬁne-tune.

Sentiment Prediction
The updated entity and aspect memory is regarded as the
representation of “the sentiment towards the entity and aspect in the context”. We concatenate the updated entity and
aspect memory vector and feed it to a linear layer followed
by a softmax layer to predict the sentiment polarity as the
ﬁnal output. Note that, we perform another dropout before
softmax.
The loss function of our method is deﬁned as the summation of cross entropy loss and l2 regularization loss.

Experiment
We describe our experimental methodology, quantitative and
qualitative results which validate the effectiveness of our
method for both ME-ABSA task and its special case: ABSA
task.

Experiment Setup
Word vectors are pre-trained with Glove (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning 2014) and dimension is set to 300.
We used Jieba2 for Chinese word segmentation. LSTM hidden state size is set to 300. After parameter tuning on BCDev dataset, ﬁnal parameter settings of our method CEA are
as follows. We train our model 10 iterations with a batch
of 25 instances, the L2 -regularization weight of 0.001, the
learning rate of 0.001 for Adam optimizer. The dropout
rate before LSTM and before softmax are both set to 0.5.
The maximum hop count is set to 3. To overcome out-ofvocabulary(OOV) problem, we initialize OOV words with
random word vectors with random uniform ranging from 0.01 to 0.01. 3
Our evaluation metrics include: accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score: reﬂecting the effectiveness, and testing time:
evaluating the efﬁciency. Testing time is the running time on
test set BC-Test on an i7-16GB-GTX1070(GPU) computer
with tensorﬂow framework4 and batch size at testing is set to
1000 for all methods. We only calculate running time of the
method, running time of some common parts such as preprocessing, training, writing results to ﬁle are not included.

Comparison Methods
We compare our method CEA with the following baseline
methods.
(1) LSTM: Long short-term memory networks for MEABSA. LSTM is often regarded as one of the baselines in
NLP tasks. We use word vector as input to LSTM layer,

Results and Analysis
Table 2 shows the comparison results of the methods on MEABSA task. ATAE-LSTM++ performs better than LSTM,
indicating that entity and aspect information for LSTM input as well as attention mechanism are useful for prediction. DMN++ is faster but weaker than ATAE-LSTM++. We
think this is because entity aspect-sentiment matching challenge mentioned in the introduction section. DMN++, mod-

2

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba/
Code
and
data
are
http://www.marcpoint.com/junyang.html.
4
www.tensorﬂow.org.
3

available

at
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Metrics
test accuracy
negative precision
negative recall
negative f1-score
neutral precision
neutral recall
neutral f1-score
positive precision
positive recall
positive f1-score
testing time(s)

LSTM
69.62
44.00
25.88
32.59
63.44
73.31
68.02
78.63
76.86
77.74
0.94

ATAE-LSTM++
71.55
47.48
31.06
37.55
66.93
72.02
69.38
78.73
80.46
79.58
2.03

DMN++
68.15
52.69
11.53
18.92
62.41
67.65
64.92
73.03
81.49
77.03
1.63

ATAE-LSTM
66.77
43.45
14.82
22.11
60.90
70.73
65.45
73.50
75.67
74.57
1.50

DMN
61.82
39.06
5.88
10.22
54.98
62.20
58.36
67.58
74.06
70.67
0.89

CEA
80.74
70.05
64.94
67.40
76.61
80.85
78.67
86.42
84.28
85.34
3.08

OracleE
67.47
-

Table 2: Comparison results on the baby care(BC) dataset.
Datasets
restaurant.term
restaurant.catgory
laptop.term

ATAE-LSTM
77.79
83.42
67.18

DMN
80.32
82.82
71.34

CEA
80.98
84.44
72.88

analysis and aspect level sentiment analysis. The former provides context, aspect term mentioned in the context, the position of aspect term and sentiment towards the aspect term.
The latter provides context, aspect category and sentiment
towards the aspect category. Aspect categories are f ood,
price, service, ambience, anecdotes/miscellaneous. For
aspect category sentiment classiﬁcation, aspect position is
not given, we remove position attention layer in the experiments. In dataset from laptop domain, there is only aspect
term sentiment analysis task.
In these datasets, there are four categories of sentiment
label: positive, neutral, negative and conf lict. Same
as previous work (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016), we remove
conf lict category as the number of instances is very tiny.
The word embeddings are 300-dimensional Glove vectors (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) pre-trained
on web data with a vocabulary size of 1.9M6 . We train our
model with a batch of 25 instances, the L2 -regularization
weight of 0.001, the learning rate of 0.001 for Adam optimizer. The dropout rate is set to 0.5. We ﬁne-tune word vectors for ATAE-LSTM. DMN and our method run without
ﬁne-tune.
Table 3 illustrates the result.7 Our method outperforms
DMN, the state-of-the-art method in ABSA task, showing
the effectiveness in modeling context memory. Our method
also outperforms ATAE-LSTM, the best ABSA method
among those who only model context memory while ignoring aspect memory updating.
The superior results in both ME-ABSA and ABSA
datasets validate the effectiveness of modeling the context,
entity and aspect memory.

Table 3: Accuracy(%) on ABSA datasets.
iﬁed from DMN for aspect-based sentiment analysis, updates entity and aspect representation mainly by attention,
ignoring the word order in the model. This works well in
ABSA task(DMN is the state-of-the-art method for ABSA
task). When it comes to ME-ABSA task, ignoring the word
order leads to the difﬁculty in context understanding, suffering from entity aspect-sentiment matching challenge. ATAELSTM and DMN achieve low accuracy, showing that considering entity information is important in ME-ABSA task.
The accuracy of OracleE is low, showing aspect information is important and all entity sentiment classiﬁcation methods will not outperform our method in ME-ABSA task. Our
method CEA is signiﬁcantly better than baseline methods
in accuracy and PRF. CEA is more complex, the test time
is around 50% more than the second best method ATAELSTM++, costing around 3 seconds.
Based on the fact that a) LSTM, ATAE-LSTM++,
DMN++ performs better than other baseline methods; b)
ATAE-LSTM++ is the enhanced version of LSTM who only
updates context memory; c) DMN++ only undates entity and
aspect memory, we only compare our method with ATAELSTM++ and DMN++ in the following experiments on test
set BC-Test.

Performance on Special Case: ABSA Task

In-depth Analysis

To further validate the capability of our method, we test it on
the special case of ME-ABSA: the ABSA task, with benchmark datasets. We experiment on the datasets of SemEval
2014 Task 45 . The datasets are customers reviews, one from
restaurant domain while the other from laptop domain. The
datasets provide one training set and one test set for each
domain.
In dataset from restaurant domain, aspect-based sentiment
analysis task is further divided into aspect term sentiment
5

Effectiveness of Components
Table 4 illustrates the accuracy of modifying a component
of our method. It validates the effectiveness of some components that modifying any of them may harm the accuracy.
6

Pre-trained word vectors can be downloaded from
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
7
There are small differences from the ﬁgure reported in the
original paper. We think they are caused by unstated or different
settings on: the way of dealing with “conﬂict” samples, the word
vectors used, ﬁne-tune and dropout rate.

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/
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Modiﬁed Layer
interaction A&B
position attention
entity/aspect updating
entity/aspect updating
entity/aspect updating
entity/aspect updating
entity/aspect updating
entity/aspect updating
general

Modiﬁcation
-r concatenation
remove layer
-r weigthed summation
hop count=1
hop count=2
hop count=3(CEA)
hop count=4
hop count=5
ﬁne tune word vectors

Accuracy
76.72
80.34
79.41
79.08
80.20
80.74
79.57
78.44
79.85

Table 4: Accuracy(%) on modifying the method. “-r” refers
to replace with.
Types
E 1 A1 S 1
E 1 A+ S 1
E 1 A+ S +
E + A1 S 1
E + A1 S +
E + A+ S 1
E + A+ S +

ATAE-LSTM++
83.80
93.79
66.55
64.84
58.55
83.77
65.95

DMN++
72.07
90.25
64.85
59.34
53.95
79.87
63.24

Figure 2: Amount and accuracy of new and rare samples.
The horizontal axis X refers to the number of occurrence of
an (entity, aspect) combination in the training set. The line
chart is related to left vertical axis: accuracy(%). The histogram is related to right vertical axis: the amount of times
(entity, aspect) combinations appeared in the test set. For
example, there are 93 pieces of data containing new combinations.

CEA
88.27
95.04
74.74
80.22
76.32
88.31
77.14

Table 5: Accuracy(%) on different types of posts.

between the amount of training data and the performance of
our CEA method. This is desirable as the lower the correlation, the better the method is. To further quantify the correlation, we apply Pearson correlation coefﬁcient to measure
the correlation between the performance and the amount of
training data for the three methods. For our method CEA, the
Pearson correlation coefﬁcient is 0.047, ATAE-LSTM++ is
-0.077 and DMN++ is 0.319. This indicates DMN++ suffers
from lack of training data a bit more than CEA and ATAELSTM++. The statistics show a promising result of CEA on
new and rare combinations, indicating the unnecessity of annotating all the possible entity aspect combinations.

Performance on Seven Post Types
We evaluate our method with baseline methods on seven
types of data introduced in dataset section to show the capability of methods. Table 5 shows the evaluation results. Generally speaking, all methods achieve relatively lower performance on posts with multiple entities, indicating the challenge in ME-ABSA task.
In all post types, ATAE-LSTM++ performs better than
DMN and our method performs the best. For E 1 A+ S + ,
E + A1 S 1 , E + A1 S + and E + A+ S + , the accuracy of both
ATAE-LSTM and DMN are lower than 0.70, so we name
them “hard-to-predict post types”. In these four types,
E 1 A+ S + is related to aspect sentiment challenge introduced in the introduction section and the other three post
types suffer from all three challenges. Our method is significantly better than baseline methods in these hard-to-predict
post types.

Conclusion
In this paper, we deﬁne a new task named Multi-Entity
Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis(ME-ABSA) to investigate ﬁne-grained sentiment analysis, making ABSA a special case of this task with the number of entities limited to
one. We propose a method CEA with context, entity and aspect memory modeling. Experiments validate the effectiveness of our method. The method performs signiﬁcantly better than baseline methods on hard-to-predict post types. We
also show promising results on new and rare (entity, aspect)
combinations, indicating that data annotation in real applications can be largely simpliﬁed.
In future work, we will try to modify the stop condition in
updating entity and aspect memory. We expect that decreasing hop count for easy samples and increasing hop count for
hard ones will improve both the effectiveness and efﬁciency.

Performance on New and Rare Combinations
The motivation of this section is as follows. Assume there
are m entities, n aspects, for every (entity, aspect) combination, models need k instances on average to learn well. Can
we feed less than m ∗ n ∗ k pieces of data, to relieve the burden of data annotation in the real applications? As it is hard
to give theoretical proof, we try a data-driven method: we
validate the accuracy on new and rare (entity, aspect) combinations.
Figure 2 illustrates that there are 93 pieces of data in the
test set having (entity, aspect) combinations that do not appear in the training set. They are new combinations. The accuracy of CEA and ATAE-LSTM++ on new combinations is
close to the accuracy on the whole dataset. On rare combinations, the accuracy vibrates due to the small amount of rare
instances. It can be observed that there is no clear correlation
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